A dramatic rise in the flow of manipulated image content on the Internet has led to an aggressive response from the media forensics research community. New efforts have incorporated increased usage of techniques from computer vision and machine learning to detect and profile the space of image manipulations. This paper addresses Image Provenance Analysis, which aims at discovering relationships among different manipulated image versions that share content. One of the main sub-problems for provenance analysis that has not yet been addressed directly is the edit ordering of images that share full content or are near-duplicates. The existing large networks that generate image descriptors for tasks such as object recognition may not encode the subtle differences between these image covariates. This paper introduces a novel deep learning-based approach to provide a plausible ordering to images that have been generated from a single image through transformations. Our approach learns transformation-aware descriptors using weak supervision via composited transformations and a rank-based quadruplet loss. To establish the efficacy of the proposed approach, comparisons with state-of-the-art handcrafted and deep learning-based descriptors, and image matching approaches are made. Further experimentation validates the proposed approach in the context of image provenance analysis.
Introduction
In the fight against the spread of disinformation [2, 17] through manipulated media content [1] , understanding the story and intent behind the manipulated object is critical. Whether the manipulations are benign or malicious, a stepby-step analysis of how the current version of the manipulated image or video was generated helps us in answering more holistic and contextual questions than just whether a given image or video is real or fake. Unlike the early days of the web, a media object today does not exist in isolation. Most often there are multiple versions of a single image online at any given time ( Fig. 1) . Tracing the uploads, downloads and re-uploads of original image content with Figure 1 . An image search on the web using keywords related to some fake photos that went viral (Google search keywords: most+viral+fake+photo) reveals many versions of the same photo in the related images section. Most of these images are transformed versions of the original. For example, some cropped and perspective transformed versions appear in the related images for query (a), a sheared image version appears for (b) and some color transformed images appear in the related section of query (c). Given multiple variants for any given image, an important question is: can we find the original? Not necessarily just for maliciously manipulated images, this question is valid for a number of circumstances where image manipulation is present. We propose a framework that helps determine the ordering of image transformations to trace the provenance of the content. modifications can help assess the reach of that content. If an image is a composite, analyzing its different versions and other images that donated content to its creation can provide explanations for the types of manipulations and their complexity. Beyond images on social media, we can also consider other image-based applications such as autonomous driving, where it is important to know if the data being used to train a visual recognition system is the original version and distinguish between benign and malicious data attacks.
Image Provenance Analysis [34] aims to understand the evolution of a media object in question by establishing pairwise associations among images related in content to generate its provenance graph. An example of provenance analysis for a small set of images is shown in Figure 2 . Provenance analysis usually involves two stages: (1) a specialized image retrieval stage to obtain images related to a query called provenance filtering, and (2) a graph con- Figure 2 . An example of image ordering in the context of image provenance analysis. Given a set of near-duplicate images, an ordered set where the order explains the process of transforming one image to the other is desired as output. The figure includes a schematic representation of the proposed technique used to achieve this. The goal is to order relative distances between compositely-transformed images through the use of a rankingbased quadruplet loss function. struction stage to model the relationships between the retrieved images. While both steps employ vision-based techniques (they rely on establishing image correspondences), there has been limited research on the latter problem.
In the literature, provenance graph construction algorithms are based on image phylogeny algorithms [15, 14, 40] . Provenance graph construction uses generalized definitions of image relationships and circumvents the phylogeny constraints such as specific image formats and a two-donor limit for composite images [5] . These algorithms use points of interest to establish image correspondence and compute pairwise image dissimilarity by describing matched local regions. Upon computing a dissimilarity score for all possible pairs, a greedy algorithm is employed to create a minimally connected Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [34] of images. Depending on the type of manipulations performed on an image, the graph can be very complicated with multiple donor images (images that share partial content) and long chains formed by near-duplicate images (images derived from a single image through a series of transformations). This work focuses on improving the fidelity of reconstructing the chains in the provenance graphs.
Greedy graph algorithms treat dissimilarity values as adjacency weights and rely heavily on invariant image matching. Image matching is a common task in many computer vision problems such as object recognition, 3D reconstruction, scene understanding and image retrieval. A desired property for representations used to solve these problems is invariance to view changes, compression and other image transformations. Optimizing this property while learning the mapping between the data X and label Y can easily miss understanding the fine differences between image transformations. Thus invariance becomes something of a misnomer in the context of forensics.
We propose to learn representations that are aware of dif-ferent versions of images in the transformation space, and depending on the number of transformations, can encode appropriate distance among near-duplicate images. This approach can be useful for improving dissimilarity computation between different versions of an image. Better understanding of the subtle differences in the variants can lead to improved rank-based output in deducing a sequence of transformations for image forensics [18] and cultural analytics [33] . It can also be used to define acceptable standards of edited data for learning algorithms. To our knowledge, this is the first work that focuses on solving the image ordering aspect of provenance analysis. This work also highlights the importance of awareness of transformation-based differences among near-duplicate images while learning image representations.
Related Work
Most of the recent research related to image provenance analysis and other media forensics problems [34, 25, 57, 16, 50, 42] is related to the DARPA Media Forensics program [12] through its challenges and datasets. The first end-to-end algorithm [34] proposed for provenance analysis coming out of that program followed a two-step strategy to obtain a graph-based relationship representation of images that are near-duplicates of or share partial content with the query image. Firstly, a specialized image retrieval algorithm that employed Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [3] for description, Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) [20, 26] for efficient indexing, and iterative filtering is used to obtain a list of images related to the query. In the second step, a keypoint-based pairwise image comparison is performed to obtain a dissimilarity matrix. The most feasible provenance graph is created using this matrix through a hierarchical clustering-based graph expansion method. The latter step can also be interpreted as ordering pair similarities between multiple image pairs, and is therefore a natural extension to pairwise image comparison. For output, the ordered pairings are modeled as a graph, where each edge denotes a transformation-based correspondence, and the images in the pair are the vertices [5] .
Image ordering can be defined as a specific task that outputs an ordered list of provided input images along with producing a matching score between two images. This can correspond to ranking images with respect to distance from a query image in retrieval algorithms or identification scenarios in recognition. Approaches in the existing literature which are a source of inspiration for the proposed work are discussed below. We categorize them broadly to explain how advances in techniques for these general tasks become useful in designing a pipeline to learn transformation-aware embeddings for ordering images in provenance analysis.
Image Matching
Ordering can be considered as an additional step to image matching as it involves a measure of how well images match. Image matching algorithms use points of interest to learn whether two images have the same content with respect to structure [3, 51, 30] . Such algorithms are integral parts of correspondence tasks where one cares about the exact locations two image contents match. Due to the nature of the applications that require image correspondence (dense or sparse), these matches [52, 41] are intended to encode invariance across a range of transformations, i.e., they attempt to compute a feature space where different versions of an image region map to the same vicinity. In the case of handcrafted feature matching, the design of keypoint detectors and patch descriptors such as SIFT [32] and SURF [3] mostly imparts invariance to linear affine transformations such as scale, transformation, rotation and others.
For learning-based correspondence, invariance to more transformations can be achieved through hierarchical convolutional architectures and by introducing transformed or augmented versions of data points during training [55, 19] . Encoding invariance in one or the other way helps to improve the robustness of matching and make it stable under extreme transformations or view-point changes. For applications such as provenance analysis, we require an understanding of the measure of invariance (i.e., how much invariance is present) in addition to mapping features of nearduplicate or similar images closer to each other than those of dissimilar images.
Distance Metric Learning
Learning an embedding space and similarity score with respect to a specific semantic label becomes useful in creating generalizable frameworks that can be used for classification as well as clustering tasks. They are more suited for open set scenarios as the scores are learned on a match vs. non-match basis and do not compute per-class probability forcing the score to be maximized for one of n classes. Classification-based losses for metric learning have shown promising results in applications such as face verification, but pairwise losses are more prevalent for image retrieval scenarios [53, 35] . Intuitively, networks trained with pairwise losses are intended to generalize better. Among the large pool of such loss functions including, but not limited to, contrastive [45] , triplet [29] and N-pair [46] , triplet loss is the most popular and is effective in numerous image comparison tasks. Most of these approaches learn similarity in a presumably metric space [44] but mostly for classification. Methods that use augmented triplet loss [55, 56] for detection and description in a transformation-aware space have inspired this work. The method proposed in this paper uses quadruplets that contain an extra weak positive sample for ordering distance between positive samples. A differ-ent quadruplet approach was employed by Chen et al. [10] for person re-identification and Zhang et al. [54] for image correspondence. Chen et al. claim better generalization for their test sets through the use of two references, one each for the positive and negative samples in the quadruplets (set of two triplets), than triplet loss.
Learning to Rank
Image ordering involves comparing all possible image pairs and then ranking them based on the distance from the reference or query. Hence, this operation is similar to algorithms from the information retrieval domain such as RankNet [6] and ListNet [8] that aim towards learning a correct ranking among a set of objects. RankNet minimizes the number of inversions in the rank as its objective whereas ListNet employs listwise loss functions. Chen et al. [11] explain the relationship between losses used for learning to rank and the evaluation metrics. They do so using essential loss to model ranking as a sequence of classification tasks and establish that the minimization of ranking losses lead to the maximization of evaluation measure. Our quadruplets are lists of four images where three are related through image transformations.
So far, in the image domain, learning to rank methods have focused more on semantically similar images versus dissimilar images rather than near-duplicates [24, 7] . Semantically similar images are images that share content but have not been derived from the same image and come from different imaging pipelines. It makes sense for applications such as content-based image retrieval to focus more on such images as they care about variety and relevance in the retrieved results. Retrieving near-duplicates would not be very useful in such scenarios as a user would want to see different images (in terms of camera, view and context) of the same content. Whereas in order to perform provenance analysis on any image, it becomes imperative to attempt to understand the near-duplicate variants at a finer granularity in terms of the image space.
Transformation-Aware Distance Learning
A fundamental task in provenance analysis, like other visual recognition problems, is computing the dissimilarity between two images. Techniques currently used in the literature, such as keypoint matching and color-wise content comparison with mutual information, present the drawback of not taking into account modifications other than affine and basic color transformations. They also do not consider complex transformations and their ordering. Aiming to increase the reliability of dissimilarity computation between two images that share content in a way where one gives origin to the other, after a number of transformations, we propose the use of deep distance learning. A key contribution of the proposed framework is a ranking-based network training approach that learns how to express the dissimilarity between such images as a function of the number of transformations. We describe the approach in detail in the following sections.
Training with Quadruplets
Similar to triplet-loss training, we want to encode images in a space where, given an image of reference (i.e., the anchor), positively related images lie closer to it than unrelated images. For our purpose, we have the additional requirement of ordering the positively related images, which limits the use of conventional triplet sampling regime. Hence, we propose learning embeddings using quadruplets to better facilitate ordering among the related images.
When training the network, we provide sets of four patches, namely (i) the anchor patch, which represents the original content, (ii) the positive patch, which stores the anchor after M image processing transformations, (iii) the weak positive patch, which stores the positive patch after N transformations, and (iv) the negative patch, a patch that is unrelated to the others (see Figure 3 ). The idea is to train the embedding network to provide a distance score to a given pair of patches, where the output score between the anchor and the positive patch is smaller than the one between the anchor and the weak positive, which, in turn, is smaller than the score between the anchor and the negative patch.
To obtain the quadruplets of patches for training, we employ a specific set of image transformations that are of interest to provenance analysis. They are: (i) projective changes (e.g., content scaling, rotation, flipping, shear, and projection), (ii) color-space changes (e.g., changes in brightness, in contrast, gamma correction, and grayscaling), (iii) frequency-space changes (e.g., blurring and sharpening), and (iv) data-lossy compression. For each anchor patch, random transformations from this pool are sequentially applied, one on top of the result of the other, allowing us to generate positive and weak positive patches from the anchor, after M and M + N transformations, respectively. Figure 3 depicts a few examples of these quadruplets.
Network, Loss Function and Optimization
The network used to learn representations is a four-way Siamese structure with all four branches of the network sharing weights (see the training block of Figure 4 ). Each embedding module is a five-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) with one batch normalization layer and two fully connected layers, very similar to the one used in [9] to identify image processing operations. In contrast to them, we do not preprocess the images using high-pass filters and let the network learn useful noise patterns depending on the transformation. Our convolutional layers use Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as activation function for faster convergence. Max-pooling is applied to feature maps from convolutional layers. We use relatively large kernels in our convolutional layers to have a larger receptive field for our learned feature maps. Details of the network architecture are provided in Table 1 . The features extracted from the embedding units are used by the pairwise distance ranking unit to compute the loss.
We employ an L2-distance-based pairwise margin ranking loss to learn image embeddings that match the order of generation of near-duplicate images through edits and transformations. Given a feature vector for an anchor image patch a and two transformed derivatives of the anchor patch p (positive) and p (weak positive) where p = T M (a) and p = T N (T M (a)), and an unrelated image patch from a different image n, the objective is to learn embeddings Figure 4 . The left box (red) shows the proposed framework used to train a network that can provide transformation aware embeddings to input regions. The right box (blue) shows steps for how the trained embedding network is used to construct provenance graphs. Once the feature extractor is trained, we describe image regions from the test set, use L2-distance to compute pairwise image dissimilarity matrices and use a greedy approach to connect images into a provenance graph.
such that d(a, p) < d(a, p ) < d(a, n), a quadruplet based similarity precision rank [48] . Here, d(.) is the L2-distance between two embeddings. T M is the series of M transformations applied to a to generate p and T N is the series of N transformations further applied on p to create p .
In order to achieve the rank objective, we minimize: 
In the above loss function, y is the truth function (analogous to labels for classification) which determines the rank order [43] and µ 1 , µ 2 and µ 3 are margins corresponding to each pairwise distance term and are treated as hyperparameters. The ranking operates in the score space rather than the embedding space. Also, µ 1 > µ 2 > µ 3 , in order to cluster stronger positives (less transformed versions) closer to the anchor image embedding. Values for these margins are chosen empirically over a small range of proportional values ∈ [0.01, 0.1]. Here, proportion is based on the fact that distances are L2 normalized and d(a, n) {d(a, p), d(a, p )} is desirable. Margin ranking loss determines the loss value based on the sign of y and the difference between the two distances. Both having the same sign implies ordering is correct and the loss is zero. A positive loss is accumulated when the ordering is wrong and they are of opposite signs. The combination of these terms induce an ordering on the four units in the quadruplet.
We use three out of the four possible topologically ordered triplets from the quadruplets, i.e., (a, p, p ), (a, p , n) and (p, p , n) and claim that they are enough to rank the involved pairwise distances in an increasing order. The fourth triplet (a, p, n) is redundant as the ordering of pairs (a, p) and (a, n) is already covered by second and third terms of the loss by transitivity, i.e., if d(a, p) < d(a, p ) and d(a, p ) < d(a, n), then d(a, p) < d(a, n). Minimizing the proposed loss maximizes the similarity precision as the first distance in each of the three terms of the loss is maximally bounded by the second distance in that term, leading to the desired quadruplet ordering d 1 < d 2 < d 3 (see Figure 4) .
The above loss is optimized using Stochastic Gradient Descent method with Nesterov Momentum [47] . The learning rate is reduced by a factor of 0.1 every time the validation loss plateaus. The network is trained until convergence (usually around 100 epochs). The model is saved for epochs where the average similarity precision for the validation set of quadruplets improves over the previous best model. The model corresponding to the best measure for validation is used for feature extraction from patches of test images.
Image Provenance Graph Construction
Features learned with the proposed technique are used to perform image comparison for image provenance analysis. For this paper, we assume that the related set of images for a given image is provided to us through an accurate retrieval method similar to the oracle scenario described in [5, 34] . Once a set of k images related to a query image is obtained, provenance graph construction involves the following steps:
1. Creation of dissimilarity matrix. All possible image pairs from the retrieved image set are compared to obtain a similarity or distance score that is used to create a dissimilarity matrix D of size k × k. Depending on the properties of the dissimilarity measures, the matrix can be symmetric or asymmetric. In order to use the proposed framework for obtaining pairwise image dissimilarity scores, we extract patches of the same size as those in the quadruplets used for training from each of the k images. These patches are then described using the trained embedding module of the proposed framework. D[i, j] between image i and image j is computed by matching the set of features from one image to the other using an all-to-all brute force matching strategy. We only consider the bidirectionally consistent top match for each patch and compute the average L2-distance for all the patches with their best matches. This is computed for each of the k 2 possible image pairs to get a symmetric dissimilarity matrix D.
2. Combining image pairs to construct a graph. Considering the matrix D as an adjacency matrix with the dissimilarity values as edge weights of a fully connected graph, Kruskal's optimum spanning tree algorithm [28] is employed to connect images in a greedy manner. Since we use L2-distance between embeddings as dissimilarity values, the algorithm chooses edges with lower weights first and adds (n − 1) such edges until all the n images are connected. The result is an undirected ordered graph with n related images as nodes and each selected edge corresponds to the image transformation between the two connected vertices.
We focus on the graph construction part of image provenance analysis as it entails reconstructing a contiguous sequence of image transformations (similar to the output chain in Figure 2 ). As the proposed approach is agnostic to the directionality of transformation between a given pair of images, for the purposes of this work, we create and evaluate the undirected provenance graphs similar to Bharati et al. [5] . An asymmetric distance function that correctly infers whether an operation was performed from image 1 to image 2 or a reverse operation from image 2 to 1 based solely on visual content is hard to compute, as pointed out in the literature [4] . Since we employ a greedy approach to connect images for provenance graph building, the ordering between pairwise distances is still important as it governs the choice of image pairs that will share a direct vs. an indirect relationship in the graph.
Experiments
The transformation-aware embedding model is trained using ∼350k patches extracted from 4,416 images selected from the COCO 2017 unlabeled partition [31] . Each image is synthetically modified with a sequence of transformations randomly selected from the pool described in Sec. 3.1, with no repetitions. We prepare easy and hard sets of quadruplets, which are equally sampled to compose the training batches. Easy quadruplets have a larger number of transformations between positive and weak positive patches, namely one and four transformations on top of the anchor, or two and five transformations. Hard quadruples, in turn, have a smaller number of transformations in between, namely one and two, or two and three transformations on top of the anchor. Patches with size 64 × 64 pixels are sampled centered on SURF keypoints, that are previously described and tracked across the original and transformed images. Negative patches have the same size and are obtained from keypoints detected over unrelated images.
During evaluation, 64 × 64 patches are sampled from the images and described with the trained network, leading to 256-dimensional feature vectors whose pairwise L2distances are used to create a dissimilarity matrix as explained in Sec. 3.3. Once the dissimilarity matrix is computed, undirected graphs are generated using Kruskal's minimum (or maximum depending on if comparison score is a distance or similarity) spanning tree algorithm. Code for the full pipeline to perform provenance graph construction using transformation-aware learned embeddings will be released to the community, upon the acceptance of this paper for publication.
Datasets
The DARPA Media Forensics program has curated and released multiple datasets for image provenance analysis as part of its annual challenges. These datasets contain good quality images of generic scenes, along with corresponding manipulated versions with a record of each step of manipulation and intermediate versions in the form of graph journals. The manipulations were performed using GIMP, an open source image editing tool, by professional artists [22] . The journals capture a vast array of image manipulation operations from color-based transformations to anti-forensic operations. We evaluate our method on two DARPA datasets:
1. Nimble 2017 Challenge Dataset. We use the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 set [37] , which contains provenance journals for 65 queries. Similar to the experimental setup described in [34] , we also the development partition of this dataset since it provides a full set of ground-truth graphs. The order of the ground-truth graphs is in the range [2, 81] , with the average graph order being 13.6. The resolution of images in the dataset varies widely, with the average resolution being 5.9 megapixels.
2. Media Forensics 2018 Challenge Dataset. We use the MFC18-Dev1-Ver1 [22] partition of the 2018 challenge dataset. This partition has provenance journals related to 258 query images. The average graph order is 14.3 and the average resolution of images is 10.1 megapixels. The distribution of manipulations in this dataset is different from those in NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 [22] . These provenance cases have a larger set of manipulations. For example, operations such as recapture and CGI-Fill are not present in the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset. Please check the supplemental material for more details on the available manipulations in the dataset.
The DARPA Media Forensics challenges and evaluation protocols for image provenance analysis contain two tasks: (1) an end-to-end analysis, and (2) an oracle framework. The first protocol includes retrieval of related images given a query and construction of final provenance graphs. This task includes distractors in the pool of world images along with those related to the query. The oracle framework provides a standalone estimate of the effectiveness of the graph construction solution where errors from the previous step are not taken into account. For this work, we assume that we have access to all of the related image components for performing provenance analysis for a query image because our focus is ordering of near-duplicate images.
Baseline Approaches
The first category of comparison methods incorporates detection of salient keypoints in the images and matches local regions around those points with those in other images. For experiments on NC17-Dev1-Beta4, we consider SURF [3] , LIFT [51] , DELF [39] and DeepMatching [41] , a hierarchical dense local region matching technique. SURF and DeepMatching are handcrafted while LIFT and DELF are learned local features. For the LIFT experiment, we use the published model trained on the Piccadilly Circus images [49] . The model used for DELF was trained on the Google Landmarks dataset [21] . After matching, we perform geometric consistency verification [5] for matches from 2000 keypoints for SURF, 500 for LIFT, and all detected regions for DELF. DeepMatching inherently performs this verification step by design, enabling us to use the matches directly. The number of consistent matches between two images is used as score in the dissimilarity matrix, which is then used to create the graphs.
The second set of methods are popular data-driven learned descriptors using deep convolutional neural networks such as AlexNet [27] and ResNet (18-layers) [23] , both trained on ImageNet dataset [13] . For these, we describe 64 × 64 patches extracted from the entire image. We then match pairs of patch sets between images as described in Section 3.3, and create the dissimilarity matrix. The graphs are created in the same manner for all the methods in consideration. We later choose the best performing methods from the different types to evaluate performance on MFC18-Dev1-Ver1 and report results using the same steps as used for NC17-Dev1-Beta4.
Evaluation
During training, the 4-way network (see training panel in Figure 4 ) is evaluated using similarity precision for quadruplets, similar to the usage for triplets in [48] . This metric is defined as the percentage of quadruplets in the validation set for which the pairwise distances are correctly ordered as d(a, p) < d(a, p ) < d(a, n). To evaluate the proposed framework for provenance graph construction, we generate graphs by creating dissimilarity matrices using distance scores between learned embeddings and Kruskal's optimum spanning tree algorithm. We compare them to the ground-truth graphs for the datasets using their metrics for the provenance task [38] .
The metrics are computed by comparing the nodes and edges from both ground-truth and candidate graphs. The corresponding measures of Vertex Overlap (VO) and Edge Overlap (EO) are the harmonic mean of precision and recall (F1 score) for the graph vertices and edges retrieved by our method. In addition to these, a unified metric representing one score for the graph overlap namely the Vertex Edge Overlap (VEO) is also reported. The VEO is the combined F1 score for vertices and edges. All the metrics are computed through the MediScore tool [36] , with undirected graph option. The values of these metrics lie in the range [0, 1] where higher values are better.
Results
Experiments for provenance graph construction show the efficacy of the proposed approach in comparison to existing alternatives. For each line of comparison presented, only the image correspondence measure is changed while the remainder of the provenance analysis pipeline is kept the same. Results presented in Tables 2 and 3 show that employing transformation-aware descriptors for image dissimilarity computation improves the average Vertex Overlap for provenance analysis. The CNN-based descriptors adapted from the area of object recognition have an advantage over keypoint-based approaches as the images that do not share a sufficient number of keypoint matches with others may not be included in the final connected graph. This leads to better node overlap for learned techniques where an all-patch-to-all-patch matching strategy is employed. That said, one of the reasons behind the popularity of keypointbased approaches for provenance-type applications is their efficiency and subsequent ability to scale to larger problems. In this regard, the handcrafted SURF approach has an edge over the learning-based keypoint approaches (DELF and LIFT). Describing 2000 SURF keypoints for an image on average takes less than 1 second, whereas it takes ∼1 minute and ∼3 minutes for DELF and LIFT respectively (tested on a set of 100 images with average size of 1MB).
Improving edge overlap for provenance graph algorithms is trickier as the wrong selection of one direct edge adds a heavy penalty on the metric. It implies that the solution has a false positive edge and multiple false negative errors (equal to the number of intermediate edges that connect the related images in the groud-truth). The observed Table 2 . Provenance graph construction over the NC2017-Dev1-Beta4 dataset (oracle mode). We report the mean and the standard deviation of 65 cases for the metrics presented in Sec. 4. In bold: best results. TAE stands for Transformation Aware Embeddings learned using the proposed approach. NA stands for not applicable. Please see supplemental material for qualitative results. measures of edge overlap in our results reveal that using transformation-aware image descriptors improves ordering and selection of edges over general deep learning-based descriptors. Despite being trained with less image data by an order of magnitude, the network used in this paper is more effective for the provenance graph building task. In addition to being more effective for provenance-based vertex and edge selection, our method is more efficient in terms of number of training parameters and disk space. In comparison to approximately 61M parameters for AlexNet [27] and 11M parameters for ResNet-18 [23] , the embedding network used in the proposed approach contains only ∼ 7.5M parameters. Another important improvement achieved by the pipeline proposed in this paper is the lowest standard deviation in terms of all the three metrics of evaluation. Since most provenance cases are quite unique with respect to image content and applied transformations, the variability in the ground-truth of provenance analysis examples is very large. Even though some images can share partial provenance lineage, it is close to impossible for two different manipulated images on the web to have undergone the same set of intermediate manipulation steps. This is why having a low standard deviation implies good generalizability of the proposed approach, which is very desirable in applications such as provenance analysis. While discussing generalizability, it is also important to note that all the mod-els used for comparison including ours have been trained on datasets different from the test set. Thus, these experimental results also highlight the generalization capabilities of these approaches in terms of operational scenarios different from training, but still at a task that leverages their image understanding capabilities.
Discussion
Estimating the order of manipulations performed on an image to generate the final version is known to be a difficult and open problem. This paper provides a solution for ordering in the context of image provenance analysis for forensics with knowledge of a limited set of transformations during training -the most realistic scenario one can consider. All of our results have been evaluated for cross-dataset scenarios, and the overall design is meant for real-world operation. The evaluation set we made use of has a large set of transformations, most of which are unseen at training time. Thus we were able to reveal the limits and potentials of our approach and other possible solutions in a practical setting.
Our efforts also highlight the need for further improvements in vision-based provenance analysis. A better understanding of the image transformation space and datasets with varied types of complex manipulations will help in the development of more advanced algorithms. In this regard, it is important to note that due to the common usage of proprietary image editing tools and the possibility of large numbers of edits, creating ground-truth for provenance analysis is an arduous undertaking. However, through the recent efforts of the DARPA Media Forensic program [12] , a viable regime for data collection, annotation, and evaluation has emerged. Finally, considering the nature of the problem, it is insufficient to train a good system solely based on the data from individual images in isolation. The transfer of knowledge gained from the general space of image transformations is still essential to solving the problem, and the work proposed in this paper aims to advance research activity in this direction.
